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As summer fades into fall and we settle
back into hectic academic routines, it’s also
a great time for innovation. Take advantage
of the CCIV community of resources,
activities and relationships. We hope they
will help you find inspiration this season.
If you haven't before, attend the CCIV
Seminar Series on Mondays at the new
lunchtime time slot (1-2 PM). Bring your
lunch to ECC 302 and learn about research
being conducted in each of the CCIV
affiliated laboratories. Each week the series
features research from a different lab. This
is an opportunity to engage colleagues to
discuss ongoing research projects. This
series is designed to share knowledge and
insights into recent findings and new
methodologies among peers.
Aims review sessions have been revived
and incorporated into the Monday Seminar
Series. The second Monday of each month
has been designated for Aims Review Talks.
CCIV faculty can request this time to
present their specific aims from an
upcoming grant application. CCIV members
will be asked to provide critical, but
constructive feedback. If you are putting
together a funding proposal (big or small),
this feedback may prove to be crucial to
crossing that funding payline!
Register now for the CCIV 10th Annual
Symposium to be held on Wednesday,
October 16, 2019 from 1-6 PM at the Rollins
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School of Public Health – CNR 8030 (Klamon
Room). Keynote guests will be Charles Y.
Chiu, MD, PhD, from the USCF School of
Medicine and Sallie R. Permar, MD, PhD,
from Duke University Medical Center. Dr.
Chiu is noted for his work using machinelearning based methods for model
generation to predict the cause of infection
based on RNA-Seq transcriptomic data. He
will be speaking on the topic of
“Metagenomic and Host Response
Sequencing for Diagnosis of Infections:
Changing the Paradigm.” Dr. Permar is best
known for characterizing the virus-specific
immune responses and virus evolution in
breast milk to develop a maternal vaccine
regimen to protect against breast milk
transmission of HIV using the nonhuman
primate model of HIV/AIDS. She will discuss
“Directing Maternal Antibody Trafficking
for Prevention of Vertical HIV
Transmission.” In addition, six CCIV
members will be highlighting their own
research. CCIV members are asked to
register a new or previously presented
poster for presentation.
For the latest CCIV events and resources,
visit pedsresearch.org/research/centers/ and
click on the CCIV section heading.

RESEARCH
Funding / Publication Highlights
Jens Wrammert, PhD
Assistant Professor, Emory Vaccine
Center; and Assistant Professor,
Department of Microbiology and
Immunology, Emory University School
of Medicine

Understanding the Impact
of a Child's Very First
Exposure to Influenza
Vaccination or Infection
The theory of immunological imprinting, or
the idea that an individual’s first exposure
to influenza fundamentally alters future
responses to both vaccination and infection,
has long been accepted in the field of
influenza. Understanding the unique
immunological features of the very first
response to influenza is critical for the
development of a universal influenza
vaccine. While retrospective studies have
provided some evidence as to how
imprinting alters future responses, no
intensive prospective studies have been
undertaken in infants. In collaboration with
Dr. Mary Staat at Cincinnati Children’s, and
Dr. Ruiz-Palacios in Mexico City, we were
recently awarded a seven year U01 grant
entitled “Impact of the Initial Influenza
Exposure on the Quality, Magnitude,
Breadth, Potency and Durability of
Influenza Immunity,” where we aim to
provide much needed insight into how one’s
primary exposure to influenza through
infection or vaccination establishes this
initial immune memory response and what
impact this has on subsequent exposures.
The Emory arm of the collaboration
includes the Wrammert (B cell and humoral
responses), Kohlmeier (T cell responses) and
Lowen (Virology) laboratories. Enrollment is
currently being initiated to establish a
cohort of over 1,000 mother-infant pairs.
With this cohort, we will track the infants’
exposure to influenza from the time of birth
to three years of age. Using a combination of
flow cytometry, sequencing, and functional
assays, we will characterize the diversity
and breadth of the initial immune response
and how it changes over time and upon
secondary exposure. The in-depth
characterization of these responses will be
crucial for improved vaccination
strategies and the ultimate goal of a
universal influenza vaccine.
Research Citation Link:
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/project_info_description.cfm?
aid=9737556&icde=45957849

Deanna Kulpa, PhD
Assistant Professor, Laboratory
of Biochemical Pharmacology,
Department of Pediatrics,
Emory University

Assessing Intra-Lab
Precision and Inter-Lab
Repeatability of Outgrowth
Assays of HIV-1 Latent
Reservoir Size by
Rosenbloom et al.
Current antiretroviral therapy (ART) has no
effect on HIV latency, which is often
recognized as the most critical barrier to a
cure for HIV infection. A small number of
latently infected cells, the “reservoir” of HIV
infection, provides a long-lived source of
rebound viremia after ART interruption. In
virally suppressed individuals, it is estimated
that one in a million resting CD4+ T cells
contain latent proviruses capable of producing
replication-competent virus. Quantifying cells
that harbor latent provirus is critical to
evaluating strategies to eliminate them, but
their low frequency makes this challenging.
Several assays have been developed to
quantify the replication competent reservoir,
but the most widely accepted have been
quantitative viral outgrowth assays (QVOA).
QVOA measures the frequency of proviral
HIV DNA in resting CD4+ T cells that can be
induced to exponentially outgrow replication
competent virus. However, since its first
introduction in 1997, multiple iterations have
been developed in different laboratories, and
the cumbersome nature of the assay itself
(weeks of culture, large blood volumes, low
frequency) have made cross validation
difficult. The Reservoir Assay Validation and
Evaluation Network (RAVEN) Study Group
directly compared inter-assay and -laboratory
variation by assessing the reservoir frequency
generated from five ART-suppressed HIVinfected participants in fresh versus
cryopreserved peripheral blood. Statistical
analyses determined QVOA values reported
by any given laboratory are expected to differ
by a factor of +/-1.6-1.9. The study found that
participant sample batching is required for

comparative analyses, but no significant
differences in were observed between fresh
and cryopreserved peripheral blood samples
from the same participant.
Rosenbloom, D; Bacchetti, P; Stone, M; Deng, X; Bosch, RJ;
Richman, DD; Siliciano, JD; Mellors, JW; Deeks, S; Ptak, RG; Hoh,
R; Keating, S; Dimapasoc, M; Massanella, M; Lai, J; Sobolewski,
MD; Kulpa, D; Busch, MP (2019). Assessing intra-lab precision
and inter-lab repeatability of outgrowth assays of HIV-1 latent
reservoir size. PLOS Computational Biology. 15. e1006849.
10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006849. https://www.research
gate.net/publication/332386565_Assessing_intra-lab_precision
_and_inter-llab_repeatability_of_ outgrowth_assays_of_HIV-1_
latent_reservoir_size

Christina A. Rostad, MD
Assistant Professor, Division of
Infectious Diseases, Department
of Pediatrics, Emory University
School of Medicine

Andi L. Shane, MD
Interim Chief and Professor,
Division of Infectious Diseases,
Department of Pediatrics, Emory
University School of Medicine

Next-Generation
Sequencing as a Diagnostic
Modality for Unexplained
Encephalitis in Children
Encephalitis is an inflammatory condition of
the brain which is associated with long-term
neurologic sequelae and even death in
children. Although viruses are often
implicated, an etiology is not identified in the
majority of cases. Metagenomics-based nextgeneration sequencing (mNGS) is a highthroughput sequencing technique that can
enhance the detection of novel or lowfrequency pathogens. In this study, we
performed a prospective cohort analysis to
evaluate mNGS as a diagnostic tool for
children with unexplained encephalitis.
Twenty children were enrolled prospectively
between 2013 and 2017. mNGS of CSF
identified 7 nonhuman nucleic acid found to
have positive serology results for California
encephalitis virus, but mNGS did not detect
it. Patients for whom mNGS sequences of
significant frequency in 6 patients, including
that of Mycoplasma bovis, parvovirus B19,
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Neisseria meningitidis, and Balamuthia
mandrillaris. mNGS also detected
Cladophialophora species, tobacco mosaic
virus, and human bocavirus, which were
presumed to be contaminants or nonpathogenic organisms. One patient was
identified a diagnosis had a significantly
higher CSF white blood cell count, a higher
CSF protein concentration, and a lower CSF
glucose level than patients for whom mNGS
did not identify a diagnosis. We concluded
that mNGS was capable of identifying
infectious etiologies in a proportion of
patients with unexplained encephalitis,
although it also detected nonpathogenic
organisms. mNGS was most useful for
patients who had CSF abnormalities.
Presently, the decreasing costs, faster
turnaround times, and improved
understanding of mNGS make it a potentially
useful tool in the arsenal of physicians caring
for patients with unexplained encephalitis.
Haston, JC; Rostad CA; Jerris RC; Milla SS; McCracken C; Pratt
C; Wiley M; Prieto K; Palacios G; Shane AL, Prospective Cohort
Study of Next-Generation Sequencing as a Diagnostic Modality
for Unexplained Encephalitis in Children., J Pediatric Infect Dis
Soc, 2019. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31107955

Mehul Suthar, PhD
Assistant Professor, Emory Vaccine
Center, Emory University; and
Assistant Professor, Department of
Pediatrics, Emory School of
Medicine

A Role for Cross-Reactive
DENV Antibodies in Seeding
ZIKV Infection Within the
Placenta
The placenta acts as the sole physical and
immunologic barrier between the maternal
and fetal blood supply and is responsible for
efficient gas, nutrient, and waste exchange
during pregnancy. The placenta is composed
of anchoring chorionic villi, which penetrate
the uterine wall, as well as floating

chorionic villi that are bathed in maternal
blood pooling in the intervillous space.
Recent epidemiological observations found
that between 20-50% of pregnant women
with possible ZIKV exposure had detectable
RNA in the placenta that can persist for the
duration of the pregnancy. We recently
discovered that Hofbauer cells, which are
fetally-derived macrophages located within
the villous stroma, are a target cell of ZIKV
infection within the placenta. To identify a
mechanism by which ZIKV gains access to
the villous stroma, we recently evaluated the
impact of cross-reactive antibodies to
Dengue virus (DENV), a related in mediating
transplacental infection. Using an ex
vivo placental explant model, we observed
profound enhancement of ZIKV infection of
human mid-gestation floating chorionic villi
with ZIKV immune complexes generated
using either DENV cross-reactive
convalescent serum or monoclonal
antibodies. Collectively, these findings
support a role for cross-reactive DENV
antibodies in seeding ZIKV infection within
the placenta.
Zimmerman, M; Quicke, K; O'Neal, J; Arora, N, Machiah, D;
Priyamvada L; Kauffman, R; Register, E; Adekunle; O; Swieboda
D; Johnson; E., Corde R; Haddad, L; Chakraborty R; Coyne; C;
Wrammer, J. Cross-Reactive Dengue Virus Antibodies Augment
Zika Virus Infection of Human Placental Macrophages. Cell
Host &Microbe, Volume 24, Issue 5, 14 November 2018 Pages
731-742.e6. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chom.2018.10.008
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Associate Professor, Vaccine
Treatment and Evaluation Unit
(VTEU), Departments of
Pediatrics and Medicine, Emory
University School of Medicine

Evan J. Anderson, MD
Evan J. Anderson is an Associate Professor of
Pediatrics and Medicine at Emory University
School of Medicine. He graduated summa
cum laude from Wheaton College, IL after
which he pursued his medical degree at the
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University of Chicago Pritzker School of
Medicine. He remained at the University of
Chicago for residency in both internal
medicine and pediatrics. Subsequently he
completed both an adult and a pediatric
infectious diseases fellowship at
Northwestern Memorial and Children’s
Memorial Hospitals in Chicago. As such, he is
board certified in internal medicine, adult
infectious diseases, pediatrics and pediatric
infectious diseases. He was a physician at
Northwestern for five years before moving
to Emory University in 2012. He is currently
Co-Director of the Emory University Vaccine
and Treatment Evaluation Unit (VTEU). He
serves as the lead investigator in Georgia for
influenza and RSV surveillance for the CDC
funded Emerging Infections Program. His
interests include the epidemiology of
infectious diseases, early phase vaccine
clinical trials, and the power of
community protection.

Christina A. Rostad, MD
Grant Awarded: Kudos to Dr. Christina Rostad
who was one of three to receive a Junior
Faculty Focused Pilot Grant Award for her
word on "The Effects of RSV Attachment (G)
Protein Mucin Domains on Steric Shielding of
the Fusion (F) Protein, Pre-F Stability, and
Immunogenicity of a Live-attenuated Vaccine
Candidate." Under the mentorship of Dr.
Larry Anderson and Dr. Gregory Melikian,
her work will expound on earlier research
observations that suggest an age-related
defect in effector cell function leading to
impaired ADCC activity in neonates. This
research is expected to determine how this
defect contributes to infant susceptibility to
severe RSV infection, which could help guide
development of novel therapeutics and
maternal RSV vaccinations.
Colleen Gutman, MD

AWARDS
Tooting Our Horn

Satoshi Kamidani, MD
Grants Awarded: Congratulations to Dr.
Colleen Gutman and Dr. Satoshi Kamidani
for receiving 2019 Warshaw Fellow
Research Awards.

Maud Mavigner, PhD
Grant Awarded: Bravo to Dr. Maud Mavigner
for securing her first NIH Funding! She has
received an R21 for "Inhibiting the
Proliferation of the Long-Lived Memory CD4+
T-Cells by Targeting Wnt and Notch
Pathways to disrupt HIV Reservoir"
(R21AI145650-01A1)." This work stems from
her CFAR-Yerkes co-funded award. Maud's
work will focus on developing new
information on the biology of HIV/SIV
persistence in memory CD4+ T-cells which
could lead to translational research on new
approaches toward HIV elimination.

Dr. Gutman represents the Division of
Emergency Medicine and received a grant
to aid her research on "Pilot
Implementation of Universal Adolescent
HIV Screening in the Pediatric Emergency
Department." Dr. Gutman's mentors are Drs.
Claudia Morris and Andres CamachoGonzalez.
Dr. Kamidani represents the Division of
Infectious Disease and he received a grant
for work on "The Vaccine Safety Evaluation
of Kawasaki Disease and Childhood
Vaccines." Dr. Stashi's mentors are Drs.
Evan Anderson and Frank Destefano.

RESOURCES
Elizabeth Quincer, MD
Grant Awarded: Way to go Dr. Elizabeth
Quincer for being awarded the 2019 Buchter
Resident Research Award. Dr. Quincer
received a $2,500 to further her work on
"The Effect of Maternal Isoniazid
Preventative Therapy in Pregnancy on
Infant Outcomes." Dr. Quincer is under the
mentorship of Drs. Lisa Cranmer and
Dickens Onyango.

Stay Connected

CCIV Website
Visit our website:
pedsresearch.org/research/centers/cciv/overview/

Social Media
Follow us on Twitter:

@EmoryCHOA_CCIV

EVENTS
Save-the-Date

CCIV Weekly Seminars
The CCIV Monday Seminars have resumed
for fall/winter. All seminars will be on
Mondays from 1-2 PM in ECC 302. The
second Monday of each month be reserved
for Aims Talks. Check out the most current
seminar schedule on the CCIV Website.

Aims Talk Requests
Request an Aims Review Session! They are
open to CCIV members who are investigators
with an upcoming NIH grant submission.
Sessions will be held the second Monday of
each month as part of the CCIV Weekly
Seminar Series. Visit the CCIV Website to
request your session.

Fall Symposium
The CCIV Fall Symposium is scheduled for
Wednesday, October 16, 2019 from 1-6 PM at
the Rollings School of Public Health in CNR
8030 (Klamon Room). Register to attend
and/or present a poster! Find more details
about registration and scheduled speakers on
the CCIV Website.
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